Seed Return Instructions

We do not knowingly accept or share any seeds that are chemically treated, patented or genetically modified. Seeds must be harvested from organically grown plants that have been grown from our library seeds.

Help Keep our Seed Library Stocked!

You may OPTIONALLY return seeds from our heirloom & organic packets that are labeled 'returnable' only. Keep the original seed packet to return with your seeds.

Plants that are returnable have a very low chance of cross-pollination:
- basil (#1),
- butterfly weed (#2),
- cilantro (#5),
- echinacea (#8),
- lavender (#10),
- lettuce (#11),
- marigold (#12),
- parsley (#15),
- peas (#16),
- peppers (#17, #18),
- tomatoes (#19, #20),
- zinnia (#21)

Please place your seeds and the original seed packet in a sealed envelope and label with the type of seed, date harvested, and your name and contact information and place them in our "Seed Returns" basket.

For information on seed saving see our Garden Resources Brochure or visit yorktownlibrary.org/seed

Seed type:
Seed Packet #:
Date:
Name:
Phone or email: